Assembly Addressed By Dr. Raymond Huse On “Book of Life”

Program Begins With Community Singing Under Iorio

---

On October 14, the second assembly of the school year was opened with Ralph Iorio again leading the singing. The Dean of Faculty, Dr. Raymond I. Huse, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church, told his ability as a speaker is a well-known fact among the student body, and that he saw the full house in the Little Theatre.

He spoke on the subject of writing a book of life. He would introduce a hero, a villain, and a clown—each of whom he believes is YOU. Also, in order to make a good story, he would bring his book to life, and this, he believes, can be done by the writer by his writing with care and attention to construction and composition. He declared that the truest and most complete image of life, and it is up to him to do a good job at it.

Dr. Huse’s informality, along with his tales of poetry, and his ready story made him intensely interesting to listen to, and of infinite value in content.

College Football

Teams Win Game From Grove City

---

The Ithaca College Frosh won but had never been used consistently among the student body. As the game against the Grove City on Wednesday, November 19th, Mr. William Dean, assisted by the play was called back on an off-side penalty. On Friday, November 19th, the play was forced to cut back from center. Every man on the Grove City side had hands on his knees, and they shook them off and scored. He did not know how many, but they scored.

In the last quarter of the Ithaca loss, there were three points on the Grove City four yard line. Tom Andrews blocked Patterson’s punt, and the ball was run out of bounds on the顺着 safety automatic.

The game eventually was the result of a 40-yard march, eight after the kickoff. On the third touchdown, going over left guard, the entire game was the big one of the season’s offense for the Frosh. The Big Eight conference had a trip and won the score of 20 yards. In the last quarter, the Frosh made 35 of those touchdowns, going over left guard.

The Frosh showed a spirit and power which had been evident all season, but had never been manifested. The Frosh showed a spirit and power which had been evident all season, but had never been manifested.

---

The Ithaca College Frosh won a hard fought game from Cook Academy in Montour, 13. This was the last game of the 1937 season for the Frosh.

Ben Light’s charges showed power and skill during the entire game and proved the worth of the touchdowns by a team from Freeport to Thomas, who in the last game scored for the Frosh. Chance conditions lacked the Frosh to complete the Ithaca score.

The game was filled with penalities. Miss Gaylord, the Frosh guard, was cut out considerably about the face. Others injured shoulders and sides.
NEVIN JUDD,
advanced would state as follows; Students would not there will be some annoyance caused. This cannot wait until the official dismissal time on the Wednesday that the Thanksgiving vacation has been shortened wasted. The next argument offered could be the accomplishment by not celebrating a vacation, will only...
VARSITY TEAM LOSES
HARD Fought GAME TO LOCK HAVEN-TEACHERS

The Ithaca Varsity lost a hard fought battle last Saturday afternoon at Lock Haven. The score was lock 19, Ithaca 12.

The last period was fairly even. Both teams worked hard and kept the ball on the line of scrimmage until the referee decided the game had ended. Lock Haven touchdown, scored by the third Pick to 15, and Ithaca touchdown, scored by the fourth Pick to 15, were the only two touchdowns scored during the entire game. Fourteen minutes were left on the clock when the referee decided the game had ended.

MARK MECK ENJOYS SUCCESS AS INSTRUCTOR

It is very seldom that a first year man enjoys the success that Mark Meck enjoys. Meck is a graduate of the Poly. Ed., department, class of '27. He is an instructor at the Bridgegate School, Bridgeport, N. Y. The school soccer team, which he has as his coach, has just won the league crown.

MECK'sопponent, the Bridgegate School, was the last team in the Ithaca College schedule. The Ithaca substitutes: Sebring, Tarbell, Marson, Fuller, Miller, Rothstern.
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On May 22, 1888, the house of Hill in Ithaca, Wisconsin was blessed with the coming of a baby, later to be known as Mrs. S. Hill. After his early boyhood, he moved around a little town called Sturtevant Point where he attended their public and State Teachers College. While he was at college, his interest was centered on the physical education. His first real teaching was coaching a few teams in that state.

However, his building interest in physical education even bloomed, he decided to come to the cast and study for his degree at Harvard University. In 1900, he (~)d to the staff and later went to the Central of Physical Education. From there, he later was named Lawrence S. Hill. Where he later went to the Central of Physical Education.

In those days, there were a few teams in that state. He went to Harvard University. He was perhaps doing some organizing and teaching physical education in the school.

Later, in 1916, he went to Cortland and started teaching in the public schools in Niagara Falls, where he organized and taught physical education in the school.

In 1920, he was sent to Cornell Normal School for the summer and was the first Director of Physical Education that they had at that school. In 1922, he was called to Ithaca College and has been here ever since. During the time he has spent here at and after Cornell, he has held an office of position on various state and national physical education organization in the United States. He has been a member of APEA, and the N.Y.S. Physical Education Society.

FRATERNITIES

Phi Epsilon Kappa

Lectured By Bob Kone

If the meetings of Phi Epsilon Kappa continue to be as dynamic as those of the past few weeks, we may find time hanging heavy on our hands waiting for meeting nights to roll around. Brother Lyons really has something up his sleeve at this last meeting. When he flashed his hand, his time in the book was some other time. However, there was one or two other Bob Kones, assistant track coach at Cornell. Mr. Kano's clean-cut appearance alone told us that we were in for an evening's entertainment.

The chapter house was the scene of activity over the weekend. It all began Saturday night when the fellows, and the ladies, went "weekend down" at the Victoria Hop. Sunday afternoon the brothers gathered at the house for an informal musicale. Mother Chapter served to her "men".

Monday morning was the start of open house program for our incoming students. Physical Education positions that were being offered to famous and well known men were here at Cornell. The department grew from 112 to 518. During the five years, we are going to find that we will have some of the most brilliant performances. The members of Delta Chapter were among the few who had the privilege of obtaining such an authority as Mr. Kane Tazeu.
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Tuesday morning was the start of open house program for our incoming students. Physical Education positions that were being offered to famous and well known men were here at Cornell. The department grew from 112 to 518. During the five years, we are going to find that we will have some of the most brilliant performances. The members of Delta Chapter were among the few who had the privilege of obtaining such an authority as Mr. Kane Tazeu.

Delta Phi Psi To Hold Formal Banquet

A meeting was held on Thursday night, November 3, 1937 at which time several committees were appointed by President Boggs for the coming term.

A formal banquet will be held at the Victoria Hotel about the second week in December. It is hoped that at this time we can have the charter presented to the fraternity and signals to the three qualified Sigma Delta Psi members: Anthony Polito, Louis Spishti, and Paul Steven.

A house committee was appointed to work over a number of houses with the intention of obtaining a larger house for next year. In view of the fact that the Panhellenic came in January, a committee was appointed to arrange a good act for Sigma Delta Psi.

At the meeting, Mr. Tazeu was voted an honorary membership into the fraternity. Also starting was Mr. Tazeu by the N.Y.S. Physical Education staff, will be our first speaker.
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THE UP BEAT

By J. F. DE VAUX

Let's see ... where were we last time? Oh you, we were down by the lake, walking up the gorge, and ourselves "high-fidelity" receiving sets for the tones that were to us the reception, nor will they be exactly the same ... If our "reception" is good, we will have a deep enough conception of what we wish to produce. Now, if we may say that conception is a "mental picture" - that is to say, the squares are correct; the circles are correct; the same •.. If our "reception" is correct, reproduction does not have to come through a "magic eye" for the best possible result.

THE UP BEAT

By J. F. DE VAUX

It's Camel No. 7, a special blend for use in our imaginative faculty. Reproduction, per se, is not enough.

BAGATELLES

By G. L. C.

We should have been listening with Camels. They were made to order.

THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN

The skillful blending of finer tobaccos into which Nature put extra goodness.

THE ANSWER IS THIS:

CAMELS ARE THE LARGEST-SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

It is homespun fact that nothing man does to tobacco can take the place of what Nature does. Camels are made of finer tobaccos in which Nature put extra goodness.

FLIGHT DISPATCHER, ST. G. Andrews, of-
cen comments on the subject.

Costiller Tobaccos in a Matchless Blend

CAMEL CARAVAN is blended from MORE EX-

The skillful blending leaves out the dull, heavy flavor and stings of other brands.

Little goes to sleep in the Green Room and Eleanor watches over the subject.

More Bagatelles from "Growing Pains" - Sally Bracken's "Paggy" - that strong, busy dog who has the ability to pull the furniture off the stage and make the audience like it ... also other things ... the sound effects which were more or less off most of the time ... the sofa pillows which were taken off stage and placed on the pit on a chair so that somebody might be a bit more comfortable might have been returned, if they couldn't be adored for, it would have saved the property committee an evening of worry ... Doris Leach and Kay O'Malley skaters ... Norma and Nancy ... Rosalia's habit of picking hair off traffic cops ... Paul Moverly's wonderful disposition in spite of everything ... and last but not least, Al Little's uniform.

Have you ever been expecting a new black, and yet when the shock came it was as if you hadn't expected it at all (Exasperation wanted). Attention, "Mrs. T." Was listening to "Moon River" last week (that's the last program we asked you to hear in our last issue) and the reader said, "This program is dedicated to all Caddy radio listeners and distributors," and this is Sidney Mason, your narrator (the girl) if you take the time "Moon River" has lost its allure. Perhaps we can petition Fritz into a good frame.
as Welcome as mail from home...